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Waterkeeper Alliance President Robert F. Kennedy Jr. joined leaders of the Yakama
Nation, Umatilla, and Warm Springs tribes, along with the Mayor of Mosier, Arlene
Burns, to call for an end of dangerous fossil fuel transport on the Columbia River.
Photo by Liv Smith.

River Notes
A LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR

Thank you carrying us to victory over Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and its pipelines.
On April 15, 2016, the people of the estuary prevailed over the last remaining LNG
project—called Oregon LNG—designed to export fracked U.S. gas to Asia. Columbia
Riverkeeper had the honor of working with incredible local partners for over ten years
to protect the estuary from LNG. I’m proud of our persistence. Because there is always
something new to do, a real challenge in the environmental movement is finishing
the job. Another challenge is burnout and staff turnover. Incredibly, our core staff at
the beginning of Riverkeeper’s efforts, Dan Serres, Lauren Goldberg, and me, were
there at the end. We’ve grown as advocates and made incredible friends along the way.
Ultimately, the smart, tenacious, and passionate work of volunteers earned this victory.
This newsletter contains reflections on LNG by Cheryl Johnson, Paul Sansone, Laurie
Caplan, and Steve and Michael Calhoun. Not only is this an inspiring story of David
versus Goliath, but an incredibly important victory for our climate and environment.
As we look to the future, the oil train derailment in Mosier, Oregon, this June highlights
the risks we all face every time an oil train travels through our communities and along
our waterways. We are on the front line. It is our children who are in schools next to the
train tracks. Our homes are at risk. Our livelihoods, health, and drinking water are on
the line when a spill happens.
The oil industry has shown that it is not able to transport their product safely by rail.
New oil-by-rail terminals like Tesoro Savage in Vancouver, Washington, would increase
the number of trains. It is unacceptable to allow oil train traffic to continue. Now that the
smoke has cleared, it’s imperative that we don’t let decisionmakers forget about Mosier.
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RIVERKEEPER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, Brett VandenHeuvel

Cover: "Columbia Reflections” photo by Columbia Riverkeeper member and artist Judy VanderMaten
© 1998. Visit Judy’s work at the Tsuga Gallery in Cathlamet, WA (www.tsugagallery.org), and the
Broadway Gallery in Longview, WA (the-broadway-gallery.com).
Back: Mosier, Oregon: June 3, 2016 photo by Paloma Ayala.

On August 20, 2016, Columbia
Riverkeeper will celebrate our
third annual Love Your Columbia
day! This oneday event features
community river cleanups,
invasive species eradication,
and restoration projects
in communities along the
Columbia, from British
Columbia to the estuary
in Astoria. Riverkeeper
will coordinate volunteers
and organizational partners
throughout the watershed for
an event that unites people,
organizations, and river enthusiasts
for a day of giving back to the river
that we all depend on. We want
you be a part of the celebration.

Interested in volunteering?

Hood River Marina
photo by Paloma Ayala.

Keep up with Columbia
Riverkeeper online at:
columbiariverkeeper.org/events.

SAVE THE DATE: L♥ve Your Columbia Day • August 20, 2016
Port Accountability
Help launch a bold and aggressive
Port Accountability Project to
watchdog public ports and prevent
dangerous new fossil fuel terminals
on the Columbia River. The most
controversial and dangerous projects
on the Columbia River are planned
behind closed doors at our public
ports. Let’s change that with the Port
Accountability Project. Donate $50,
$100, or $500 today and make our
public ports listen to the people!
Help us reach our $50,000 goal to
expose fossil fuel projects before
they get started.

Donate
Today!

Photo from Riverkeeper’s patrol boat.

Behind closed doors, our ports negotiated these leases for dirty
fossil fuel terminals.

• Port of St. Helens: MorrowPacific and Global Partners – a coal
export and an oil-by-rail terminal

• Port of Portland: Pembina – dangerous propane trains through
neighborhoods to propane-by-rail terminal

• Port of Astoria: Oregon LNG – the nation’s largest fracked
gas export

• Port of Vancouver: Tesoro – the nation’s largest oil-by-rail
terminal

Enough is enough. Let’s protect the Columbia River today and
for the future. For more information, please contact: Acasia
Berry, Development Director at (541) 399-9119, acasia@
columbiariverkeeper.org.

• Port of Kalama: NW Innovation Works – the nation’s largest
gas-to-methanol refinery
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Protecting the Columbia
By Brett VandenHeuvel, Executive Director

from Fossil Fuel Giants
I’ve traveled the length of the Columbia, and the big
river just feels different near Astoria, Oregon. Wilder.
Transcendent, as the narrow confines open to meet the
Pacific. The energy of this place inoculates its people
with a fierce love of the river, and all she stands for and
provides. This love of place collided headlong with
the U.S. natural gas industry when big corporations
targeted the lower Columbia for several liquefied
natural gas (LNG) terminals over a decade ago.
On April 15, 2016, the people of the estuary prevailed
over the last remaining LNG terminal proposal—

called Oregon LNG. The gas giants were supposed to
win. They carefully selected a small town, greased the
skids, and hired all the right law firms and lobbyists.
Nobody warned them about the people’s fierce love of
the river and how hard they would fight to protect it.
Twelve years of smart, creative, and persistent effort
by local residents and partners defeated LNG and
protected the mighty Columbia.
National Significance
Stories of local opposition to LNG are legion—from
Warrenton, Astoria, Puget Island, Vernonia, and Forest

The gas giants were supposed to win. They carefully selected a small town, greased the skids, and
hired all the right law firms and lobbyists. Nobody warned them about the people’s fierce love of
the river and how hard they would fight to protect it. Twelve years of smart, creative, and persistent
effort by local residents and partners defeated LNG and protected the mighty Columbia.

Grove to name a few. The public hearings were endless.
And the courts always had an LNG case or two. In the
end, LNG’s fate was decided locally when the rallying
cry of a coastal fishing town reached a New York City
board room: We value our river more than a $6 billion
fossil fuel export project.
But we should not forget the national significance. This
victory reverberated across our nation. I received dozens
of calls from reporters, climate leaders, and elected
officials throughout the United States. Oregon LNG was
the last best hope for exporting fracked gas from the
west coast.
What We Saved
The victory prevents the export of 1.2 billion cubic feet
per day of fracked natural gas. That’s twice as much gas
as the entire state of Oregon uses each day: a stunning
volume of carbon, which would drive more fracking
across the west. We are moving aggressively toward
renewable energy. New infrastructure to support
fracking and burning natural gas takes us in the wrong
direction.
The victory also protected critical salmon habitat.
Oregon LNG planned to dredge a 135-acre hole in the
Columbia River for LNG tankers—the largest dredging
by a private company in the history of the Columbia
River. The victory prevented a giant industrial scar in
the Columbia River estuary, one of the most beautiful
places on earth.
A Model, A Hope
Unfortunately, the Columbia River is also threatened
by the nation’s largest coal and oil terminals in
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Brett VandenHeuvel, Executive Director, riding a bike along
Astoria’s waterfront.

Longview and Vancouver, as well as huge gas-tomethanol refineries at Kalama and Port Westward.
People are sharing the victory over LNG as a model of
how to protect their communities. This model includes
strong organizing, coalition building, and integrated
legal work. In addition to tactics, the victory proves that
people can stand up to protect what they love. Oregon
LNG is a lesson and the inspiration we point to when
the challenges are daunting.
This victory empowers. This victory gives hope.
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LNG Timeline to Victory
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2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Calpine signs a
sweetheart deal with
the Port of Astoria for an
LNG import terminal on
the Skipanon Peninsula
in Warrenton, Oregon.
The Oregon LNG project
is born.

Calpine files
for bankruptcy.
NorthernStar Natural
Gas proposes the
Bradwood Landing
LNG terminal upstream
of Astoria in rural
Clatsop County.

Leucadia buys Oregon
LNG in bankruptcy.
Riverkeeper challenges
Warrenton’s decision to
rezone the Skipanon for
LNG. We lose. But gain
momentum for many
fights to come.

Oregon Citizens
Against the Pipelines
forms. Picking on
farmers and foresters
in Oregon? Bad move,
LNG execs.

Clatsop County residents
pass by a sixty-eight percent
margin a No Pipelines in Parks
referendum. Now Bradwood
LNG has a big problem on its
hands. Oregon LNG completes
formal filings for an LNG
import terminal.

Public rallies. Hearings,
hearings, and more hearings.
And who can forget the
lawsuits? Riverkeeper and
partners dig in our heels to
stop LNG on the Columbia.

Victory! Bradwood LNG goes bankrupt.
We celebrate with a huge victory party
on Puget Island, across the river from
the proposed LNG terminal. The Oregon
LNG fight marches on: the Clatsop
County Board approves Oregon LNG’s
pipeline. Riverkeeper appeals.

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

A newly elected
Clatsop County Board
reconsiders the pipeline
approval and reverses.
Oregon LNG sues the
County; Riverkeeper
intervenes on the
County’s side.

Oregon LNG flips to an
LNG export terminal.
Oregon LNG’s bait-andswitch solidifies statewide
opposition. The Oregon
Court of Appeals rules
against the company.
Oregon LNG appeals.

Oregon LNG loses again at the Oregon
Supreme Court. After hearing overwhelming testimony opposed to the
pipeline, the Clatsop County Board
votes in October to deny the pipeline
land use permits. Oregon LNG appeals
again. Columbia Riverkeeper intervenes to defend the County.

Oregon LNG secures
a permit from the U.S.
Department of Energy
to export LNG. We turn
our sights on the State of
Oregon to stop LNG.

Huge rallies—Salem, Portland,
Astoria. Over a decade of fighting
LNG and—incredibly—the movement
continues to grow. Oregon LNG loses
a lawsuit against the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, which claims rights to
use the proposed terminal site.

A Warrenton Hearings Officer denies
the LNG terminal, finding unacceptable
risks to endangered salmon. Oregon LNG
appeals. And then, out of the blue, issues
a press release: “The Oregon LNG Project
today announced it is ceasing operations
immediately.” The estuary and beyond
erupts in celebration!
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Twelve Years of Resisting LNG:
Stories from the Front Lines

Far from the Columbia, our victory protected thousands of families
threatened with eminent domain for proposed LNG-related
pipelines. For years, Paul Sansone offered strategy and a gravelly
radio voice to direct the frustration of landowners near proposed
pipelines. Shortly after getting the news about Oregon LNG’s
“unconditional surrender,” Paul wrote:
As I work in my gardens, the valley feels the return of spring and the
absence of a cloud of evil that had loomed from over the mountains.
I was beginning to feel as though I would not live long enough to see
this day. It is times like these that one can see the impact of literally
a decade of work, a rare and precious gift. We should hold on to this
feeling for as long as we can, immortalize it in our innermost being, so
we can summon up the strength to face more malice and evil . . . We
live to fight another day! The sun on our faces, the wind to our back,
and the sweet taste of victory on our lips . . .

In the weeks following Oregon LNG’s collapse, hundreds of people from
around the United States reached out to Riverkeeper to celebrate the
creativity, joy, and furious resolve that fueled our successful struggle to
protect the Northwest from LNG. The following are excerpts from the many
articles, stories, and letters by people on the front lines of the LNG battle.
Paul Sansone

Cheryl Johnson of Brownsmead, Oregon, explained her motivation for sustaining
the fight against LNG. Cheryl is a pillar of good deeds, and her description
appeared in a May article in Astoria’s HipFish magazine. Cheryl wrote:
My husband Ted and I were inspired to get and stay involved by our love
of the Columbia River and our respect for the role salmon play in our
local economy, culture and history. We live within walking distance of the
Columbia River and our children were raised swimming in the river and
picnicking on the islands. I thought, I will give this two years of my best
effort so I could tell my future grandchildren, I did everything I could to
protect the river for them.

Laurie Caplan

Although it took twelve years instead of two, Cheryl prevailed and
celebrated with her two granddaughters after Oregon LNG’s defeat.
Cheryl Johnson

Father and son duo Steve and Michael Calhoun of Vernonia,
Oregon, joined the fight when they heard Oregon LNG’s
proposed route would cross Rock Creek, which supplies the
drinking water for Vernonia. Calhouns spearheaded the creation
of a new local group – Vernonia Against LNG – and led an effort
to persuade the Vernonia City Council to pass a resolution
opposing LNG. On May 18, the City of Vernonia’s resolution
passed unanimously.
Steve said: “The stakes were high for us here in Vernonia. The
Oregon LNG project threatened our water resources and safety. We
are proud of our City Council for standing up for us, also.”
Michael said: “I realized that this project could really harm our
community, and that we needed to get organized – and fast. We
connected with Columbia Riverkeeper who helped us out.”
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Steve and Michael Calhoun

Laurie’s eloquent words begin to capture the
experiences of thousands of people who stood firmly
in the path of Oregon LNG and the failed projects that
preceded it. Looking forward with the sun on our faces
and the wind at our backs, we will continue to protect
and restore the rivers, farms, and forests we love.

And while some attributed Oregon LNG’s demise to
weakening gas markets, Laurie Caplan of Astoria set
the record straight in an April letter published in the
Sunday Oregonian. Laurie wrote:
Who are the people that stopped a $6 billion LNG
terminal and over 400 miles of gas pipelines?
We are a cross-section of America: mothers, retirees,
students, and workers at every kind of job. A retired
librarian led loud and vigorous rallies, and an energy
company veteran explained global fossil fuel trends.
A fisherman delivered passionate testimony about
how salmon fishing on the Columbia feeds his
kids—and his soul. A paper artist made sure we had
fresh coffee at every meeting and event. A hospital
administrator discovered errors and omissions in the
small print and footnotes in company documents. A
farmer told agency officials how losing land to a gas
pipeline would jeopardize his future.
We stayed focused on the same shared purpose: to
protect our communities and our children’s future.
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“Roll On Columbia”
Turns 75

By Dan Serres, Conservation Director

By Elizabeth C. Terhaar, Communications Director
In 1941, Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) paid Woody Guthrie
$266.66 to write 26 songs in 30 days including “Roll On Columbia” and
others. This year people are celebrating the 75th anniversary of Guthrie’s trip to the Pacific Northwest with events, tributes, and art. Musician
Joe Seamons is recording all of Guthrie's 26 songs on one album along
with team of folklorists and musicians including former BPA employee
and musician Bill Murlin, who originally gathered and published the
songs in a songbook 30 years ago.
Seamons will release the album “Roll Columbia” this fall with collaborations from musicians all over the country. Some of songs will be recorded for the first time. Seamons performed for Riverkeeper members at
the Pete Seeger Sing-a-long in Portland this May. Seamons shared his
experience getting to know Guthrie’s music and opinions through his
“Roll Columbia” project.

Q&A with Joseph Seamons
What drew you to this project?
I’ve studied a lot of American folk and blues music. This batch of songs
is unique in the pantheon of folk music. For the U.S. government to
do something on this scale, this is really special—not only did they hire
someone to create songs—they hired someone who was publishing
articles in a communist
newspaper a year before.
He wrote some of the
most enduring American
folk songs, which are regional stories with national
significance.
What makes these songs
relevant today?
While many of these
songs don’t anticipate
environmental damage
Joe Seamons. Photo by Amber Zbitnoff,
from dams they represent a
courtesy of KEXP Radio
sort of populist project, they
represent one of the last projects of the New Deal. Americans today are longing for it, why not apply
the New Deal model for the energy crisis?
“Roll On Columbia,” how many times have you performed it?
Just for students, at least ten-dozen times. The Americans I sing it for
are from all different backgrounds, and they all enjoy singing it, it’s a fun
song to sing. It also has some verses that live on in Woody’s manuscripts. There’s probably over a dozen different verses over the course
of the 10 years that Woody continued to rewrite. He recognized it as
one of his major achievements, whereas with ‘This Land is your Land’
he wrote it in a notebook, and recorded it once. It wasn’t an anthem
until later.
What’s your favorite Guthrie song to perform and why?
‘Pastures of Plenty.’ It might be more American than ‘Roll On Columbia.’
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How to Let Go and Love
the Columbia: A Conversation
with Gasland Director Josh Fox

It describes the work of migrant farmers. I played it for fourth graders
who thought it was about slaves trying to escape. I played it for children
of farmers today, who are struggling with immigration policy and it tugs
at your heartstrings.
What have you discovered about Guthrie’s relationship with the
Columbia River?
Guthrie said the Columbia was a ‘wild river all its life, an elemental force.’
What could be the harm in people tapping into that power for the good
of the downtrodden, the rural people, the people Woody Guthrie came
from, the farms, the land? His relationship was more complex than
that. To his credit he saw the river was being poisoned in 1941, and his
tone is outrage. In a Sept 9, 1941 letter sent from Portland to Millard
Lampell, who was one of the Almanac Singers, Guthrie wrote:
"Some of the factories are dumping refuse & chemical garbage into the
nation’s greatest salmon, powerstream, the Columbia River. Millions of
fish are destroyed and the Indians are plenty sore. The dried salmon
means grub for the hard winter. A disposal plant was offered the company for a few thousand dollars but the company refused. All running
water is public property under Federal law - why this poisoning of the
river?" - Woody Guthrie Archives, Correspondence 1, Box 1, Folder 3.
Transcribed by Joe Seamons.
What do you see the role of art in the environmental movement?
Someone said 'All art is political' – art is provoking, it is some way to
reflect who you are, and your society. Not explicitly political, but a part
of being a good artist is to make people reflect on their role in society.
Art is about inspiration and making a stink about it. The ultimate goal of
politics is to push our culture and people to a better place, to help us all
have a fair shake. Woody Guthrie’s art was often propaganda, in his Columbia River songs that art is very explicit. Even when he was not paid
by the government, he wanted to accomplish the same things.
As for art’s role in the environmental movement, very few artists seem
to reject the idea of respecting and protecting the natural world. Our
role is to protect it and respect it. It's not something we rule over, but
a whole of which we are a small part. Art like Woody's songs can make
you feel that same sense of unity – like a show in a gallery or a concert,
it establishes a common ground where human beings come together
and reflect on our experience. The environmental movement is pushing
for that to happen in the medium of nature. Each asserts and celebrates
our shared humanity.

Save the Date:

“Roll Columbia” performance with Joe
Seamons and friends on October 22,
2016, at 2:00pm and 7:00pm, at The Old Church
in Portland, Oregon. For more information about the
“Roll Columbia” project: www.benjoemusic.com.

In May, Riverkeeper hosted the Washington debut of Oscarnominated filmmaker Josh Fox’s inspiring and heartrending
film: How to Let Go of the World and Love All the Things
Climate Can’t Change. Fox’s previous Gasland films exposed the
environmental and public health toll of fracking in the United
States.
I caught up with Josh Fox in Cowlitz County, Washington—the
proposed location of a massive fracked gas-to-methanol factory
and the nation’s largest coal export terminal. We discussed
Fox’s films and the connections
between Columbia River fossil
fuel export proposals, fracking,
and the broader climate justice
movement.
Fox’s new film goes beyond
fracking, tracking stories
of climate activists on every
continent. Fox intends for
“How to Let Go of the World”
to raise fundamental questions
about how climate activism can
spur increased economic and
environmental justice. “It’s a hugely
different kind of movie [from
Gasland]. We’re enlarging our map
because we’re fighting these fossil
fuel infrastructure projects—which
are everywhere—at the same time
we’re going to cities that are specifically imperiled by climate
change.”
After the film debut, Fox urged every attendee to connect their
fight with others who are pushing for climate justice. “If we
use climate change as a motivation to become better, more
democratic, less violent, then we stand a chance of increasing
our humanity, and that’s what our film’s aspirations are.”

Dan Serres and Josh Fox

Fox drew parallels
between Cowlitz
County and other
communities that he has seen “invaded by the fossil fuel industry.”
Fox explained that he “made Gasland to stop fracking in the
Delaware River Basin. Here again, we’re in a community that’s
fighting something that’s local, and everyone’s up in arms and
working very hard trying to address the problem.” He continued,
“Same story, different county.”
Looking out across BNSF’s tracks and the Columbia River,
Fox bluntly discussed filming in China and the importance of
stopping the massive coal export terminal in Longview. “We
should be boycotting sending coal anywhere in the world,
but especially to China. It’s a disaster area and people are
suffering. It’s something like 4,400 people dying a day—ten
747’s crashing a day—from pollution in China. How can you
possibly send that toxic fuel to China? That’s murder.”
Fox also shared
insights on how
Columbia River
communities fit into
the larger movement
to protect the earth’s
climate. “Climate
change is not a global
fight,” Fox explained.
“It’s thousands of local
fights. The same is
true about democracy,
community, public
health, clean water.
They’re always local fights.
And if we connect outside
of our own community, all
of a sudden it’s not just a
NIMBY battle. It’s a battle
for the whole, and we’re just
playing our part.”
Fox’s new film, How to Let Go
of the World and Love All the
Things Climate Can’t Change,
airs on HBO this summer.

Josh Fox screening in Cowlitz
County, Washington.
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Riverkeeper Happenings
There is never a dull moment on the Columbia! Here are some highlights.
POWER PAST COAL
Hundreds of community members packed the
Millennium Coal DEIS hearings to say "No!" to
coal exports. Washington State’s Department
of Ecology, Cowlitz County and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers are considering
the proposal by Millennium Bulk Logistics to
build a 44-million-ton-per-year coal export
terminal in Longview, Washington. For the
draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
the agencies received over 200,000 public
comments calling for a broad review of the
coal export terminal.
(Photos by Alex Milan Tracy.)

NICHOLS BASIN with HRVHS
Hood River Valley High School students
from Kevin Haspela's Earth Science class
teamed up with Riverkeeper to complete
a habitat assessment and help water new
trees at our conservation easement and
restoration site at Nichols Basin. Thanks
HRVHS! We can't wait to see this site
transform!
CATWALK FOR WATER
PORTLAND
Fashion hit the Green Carpet
on May 9, 2016, at the Old
Church in Portland where
local Aveda Salons hosted a
Trashion Show. Fashions were
styled from recycled materials,
featuring hair and makeup
using Aveda products. A huge
thank you to the local Aveda
Salons and Experience Center
for all the amazing creativity
and love. (Photos by Liv Smith.)

SHE WHO WATCHES
Thank you to everyone who joined our
sunny spring "She Who Watches" tours at
Horsethief Lake. Storyteller Ed Edmo shared
delightful Native American stories, followed by
an interpretive hike to the famous Tsagaglalal
or "She Who Watches" petroglyph. If you
are interested in joining future events visit
columbiariverkeeper.org/category/events.
(Photos by Liv Smith.)

Left to right: Gerry Condon, Lauren Goldberg, and Helen Jaccard.

GOLDEN RULE SAILS FOR NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
The Golden Rule sailboat visited Hood River on June
15, 2016, followed by a panel presentation at Riverside
Community Church Sanctuary. The historic, antinuclear, sailboat is sailing the Columbia River to raise
awareness on nuclear issues. In 1958 a crew of Quaker
peace activists attempted to sail the Golden Rule to
the Marshall Islands to interfere with US nuclear bomb
testing, which inspired a worldwide movement leading to
the Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963.

Share your stories about the Columbia River and photos by emailing us:
info@columbiariverkeeper.org. Follow our work on social media, too.
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Mosier Derailment
Shows Community’s

On June 5, 2016, Mosier,
Oregon: Union Pacific pushed
the derailed and damaged cars,
some full of oil, to the side of
the tracks and started the rail.
Photo by Paloma Ayala.

Strength

On June 10,
2016, in Mosier,
Oregon, leaders
from Northwest
communities came
together to provide an
update on how Mosier
has been impacted by
the derailment and call
for action to prevent
further disasters.

What’s your personal
motivation to protect
communities from
dangerous oil trains? Sign
our petition today to tell
State & Federal leaders to
stop oil trains today:
www.bit.ly/MOSIEROIL!

The oil train derailment in Mosier on June 3, 2016, highlights
the need to do everything we can to stop dangerous from
oil trains running near our waterways and communities. At
rallies hosted by Mosier residents and tribal, city, and faith
leaders, we saw the power and strength of the community.
Today our motivation to stand up for the health and safety of
our people hits close to home.

Hood River Mayor
Paul Blackburn

What really happened in Mosier?
Here’s what we know from the Federal Railroad
Administration’s (FRA) initial report:
•	A 96-car train loaded with Bakken oil derailed in Mosier
traveling at 25 mph.
•	The train originated in New Town, North Dakota, and was
destined for Tacoma, Washington.
• 16 cars derailed, and four cars ruptured.

Mosier Mayor Arlene Burns

Robert F. Kennedy Jr., President of the Waterkeeper Alliance, visited
Mosier and spoke in support of tribal nations who oppose oil trains
through the Columbia River Gorge. Kennedy shared his remarks with
JoDe Goudy, Chairman of the Yakama Nation, who convened a group
of tribal leaders to seek healing for Mosier and an end to dangerous
oil and coal train traffic. Kennedy summed up the huge threat posed
by oil trains, urging Governor Inslee to deny the next oil train terminal:
“The oil industry has offered a suicide pact, and you don’t have to
take the deal.” (Photos by Liv Smith.)

On June 5, 2016, the City of Mosier passed an
emergency motion calling on the Union Pacific
Railroad to remove all oil from damaged cars
before rail traffic is reopened. Shockingly, Union
Pacific pushed the derailed and damaged cars,
some full of oil, to the side of the tracks in a rush
to reopen the line.

•	Spilled oil ignited, causing four cars to be involved in a fire
that burned for over 14 hours.
•	The derailment was caused by broken lag bolts (bolts that
hold the rail ties and track together), a flaw that allowed the
tracks to spread apart.
•	FRA: “Union Pacific’s failure to maintain its track and track
equipment resulted in the derailment.”

Over 150 people
attended a
Community
Gathering in Hood
River on June 4,
2016, calling to end
dangerous oil trains.
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Brett VandenHeuvel in Mosier
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